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Career Tip: Think Before You Act, And Always Career Tip: Think Before You Act, And Always 
Choose The Peaceful Way OutChoose The Peaceful Way Out

There are multiple ill-omened stars in your chart this

year, so expect a turbulent year with obstacles at every

turn.  Always  think  carefully  before  acting  to  avoid  fatal

missteps. Fortunately, the lucky star Santai is also present

in your chart this year, so if you remain vigilant and never

stop working hard, you’ll have a fruitful year despite the

bad luck.

Career-wise, the unlucky star “Five Demons” is shining

upon  you  this  year,  signaling  the  possibility  of

backstabbers who aim to destroy all you’ve worked hard

for,  so  try  your  best  to  not  get  the  attention  of  such

people. Also watch out for legal trouble—err on the side of

caution and don’t play with fire, and try to settle conflicts

(if any) in the most peaceful way possible. You don’t want

to go to court, as your luck in that sector will mean that

you’re unlikely to win a court case. 

2020 is a year to be humble and kind. Acting arrogant

may lead to unnecessary trouble—enough to significantly

affect your future. People born in the year of the rooster

and, to a lesser degree, people born in the year of the

rabbit, will be great help in your career advances this year.

Forge sincere work relationships with them and your work

process will be sped up in leaps and bounds! The luckiest

career  choices  for  you  this  year  are  those  related  to

“metal” and “wood”.

Finance Tip: Save Up When You Can, Be Finance Tip: Save Up When You Can, Be 
Cautious When InvestingCautious When Investing

Your financial fortune this year is complicated—good

sometimes, bad sometimes, though usually not drastically

so.  Try  not  to  spend  on  unnecessary  things,  and  start

saving up early in case of financial troubles. As your health

fortune isn’t so good this year, you might have to watch

out for medical expenses. All in all, this is a good year to

save  money  and  minimize  spending.  Don’t  invest

everything you have just because others said so, or you

will likely suffer huge losses. This is not the time to make

investments, start new ventures or purchase real estate,

so try to avoid such things if you can.

Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Liver And Lungs,Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Liver And Lungs,
And Avoid OverworkingAnd Avoid Overworking

With the unlucky “Yellow Banner” star in your chart

this year, you will likely suffer from bad health this year.

Take good care of yourself and rest whenever you can—

avoid overworking if  possible,  as  that  will  likely  lead to
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illnesses. Take especial care of your liver and lungs. If you

suspect something’s up, see a physician immediately. In

the beginning of the year, be especially careful of sanitary

conditions when eating, and steer clear of raw food and

unclean  seafood,  or  it  may  lead  to  huge

complications. Towards the end of the year,

take good care of elderly family members.

Be very, very careful!

Relationship Tip: Expect An EmptyRelationship Tip: Expect An Empty
Love Life, And Steer Clear OfLove Life, And Steer Clear Of
DramaDrama

Expect lots of conflicts and petty

arguments this year. If possible, steer

clear  of  the  people  who  often  cause

drama.  An  unlucky  star  Huagai  in

your chart signals that this is a year

in  which  you  may  become  self-

centered and less  respectful  towards

other people’s feelings. This can lead to

people thinking you’re hard to get along with. Try to avoid

this as much as possible, or your love life this year can

very well end up nonexistent.

Dragon: Glorious Dragon & PhoenixDragon: Glorious Dragon & Phoenix
The dragon and phoenix are two of the four immortal

spirits in Chinese myths. They also symbolize the Emperor

and the Queen,  the noblest  of  the noble.  On the other

hand, the round, gleaming pearl is a treasure

with  its  own  spiritual  aura.  A  dragon,  a

phoenix  plus  a  shiny  pearl  make  this

charm a glorious representation of good

luck.

Those born in the year of the dragon

will  be facing a year  full  of  twists  and

turns.  We  suggest  being  cautious  in

making  decisions,  getting  ample  rest

and taking care of your health, as their

luck in finances and health will be low

as  well.  This  “Glorious  Dragon  &

Phoenix”  charm,  placed  facing  the

west  (or  in  the  west  of  your

home/office), will help you navigate the

year of 2020 and bring you great luck.
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